
Recommended books for all ages highlighting the diverse range of voices and stories within Hispanic and Latinx culture.

Gilman Libraries Celebrate

September 15 – October 15

Separate is Never Equal
by Duncan Tonatiuh
(ages: 6-10)

Years before the landmark U.S. Supreme 
Court ruling Brown v. Board of 
Education, Sylvia Mendez, an eight-year-old 
girl of Mexican and Puerto Rican heritage, 
played an instrumental role in Mendez v. 
Westminster, the landmark desegregation 
case of 1946.

Available at the William Passano Library   
& Sora (ebook &  audiobook)

The Poet X
by Elizabeth Acevedo
(ages: 13+)

Xiomara Batista feels unheard and unable to 
hide in her Harlem neighborhood. Ever since 
her body grew into curves, she has learned to 
let her fists and her fierceness do the talking. 
Magnificently crafted, Acevedo’s novel is a 
stunning account of a teen girl's path to 
poetry.

Available at the Walter Lord Library,  
Fenimore Memorial Library, & on Sora 
(ebook & audiobook)

US, in Progress: Short Stories 
About young Latinos
by Lulu Delacre
(ages: 10-14)

A latest collection by the award-winning 
author of Salsa Stories includes the tales of 
a girl who has a surprising day of work on 
her father's burrito truck, two sisters who 
work to change one's immigration status 
and a Texas boy who struggles to overcome 
the prejudices of his Border Patrol family.

Available at the Walter Lord Library

Labyrinth Lost
by Zoraida Córdova
(ages: 13+)

Alex is a bruja and the most powerful witch 
in her family. But she's hated magic ever 
since it made her father disappear into thin 
air. When a curse she performs to rid 
herself of magic backfires and her family 
vanishes, she must travel to Los Lagos, a 
land in-between as dark as Limbo and as 
strange as Wonderland, to get her family.

Available at the Walter Lord Library & 
Fenimore Memorial Library

Dreams From Many Rivers: A 
Hispanic History of the United 
States Told in Poems
by Duncan Tonatiuh
(ages: 10-14)

From Juana Briones and Juan Ponce de León, 
to eighteenth century slaves and modern-
day sixth graders, the many and varied 
people depicted in this moving narrative 
speak to the experiences and contributions 
of Latinos throughout the history of the 
United States. 

Available at the Walter Lord Library

Dear American: Notes of an 
Undocumented Citizen
by Jose Antonio Vargas
(ages: Adult)

The journalist and immigration-rights activist 
presents a memoir relating how he was sent 
from the Philippines to the U.S. as a child, his 
discovery of his undocumented status as a 
teenager, and his decision to reveal his 
immigration status publicly in 2011.

Available at the Fenimore Memorial  
Library

American Road Trip
by Patrick Flores-Scott
(ages: 13+)

Brothers Teodoro and Manny Avila take 
a road trip to address Manny's PTSD following 
his tour in Iraq, and to help T. change his life 
and win the heart of Wendy Martinez. 
Includes information and resources about 
PTSD.

Available at the Fenimore Memorial  Library 
& Sora (ebook)

¡Vamos! Let’s Go to the Market
by Raul Gonzalez
(ages: 4-8)

Little Lobo, a Mexican American, and 
Bernabe, his dog, deliver supplies to 
vendors at the Mercado, a busy border 
town market. 

Available at the William Passano Library 
& Sora (ebook)

Bravo! Poems About Amazing 
Hispanics
by Margarita Engle
(ages: 8-13)

Bold, graphic portraits and beautiful poems 
present famous and lesser-known Latinos 
from varied backgrounds who have faced 
life's challenges in creative ways.

Available at the William Passano Library 
& Walter Lord Library

Aristotle and Dante Discover the 
Secrets of the Universe 
by Benjamin Alire Saenz
(ages: 13+)

Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry 
loner with a brother in prison, but when he 
meets Dante and they become friends, Ari 
starts to ask questions about himself, his 
parents, and his family that he has never 
asked before.

Available at the Fenimore Memorial  
Library & Sora (ebook)

Step Up to the Plate, Maria Singh
by Uma Krishnaswami
(ages: 7-12)

Nine-year-old Maria Singh learns to play 
softball just like her heroes in the All-
American Girls’ League, while her parents 
and neighbors are struggling through World 
War II, working for India’s independence, 
and trying to stay on their farmland.

Available at the William Passano  Library

Carmela Full of Wishes
by Matt de la Pena
(ages: 0-8)

Carmela finds a lone dandelion growing 
in the pavement and at her brother's 
suggestion, she tries to think of the 
perfect wish before she blows its white 
fluff away.

Available at the William Passano Library 
& Sora  (ebook)

Dealing In Dreams
by Lilliam Rivera
(ages: 13+)

After leading a fierce all-girl crew in Mega 
City, Nalah wants to get off the streets and 
live in Mega Towers, but when she has to
prove her loyalty by hunting down the Ashe 
Ryders gang, she begins to have serious 
doubts about what is really important.

Available at the Walter Lord Library

Spare Parts
by Joshua Davis
(ages: Adult)

Four Latino teenagers arrived at the National 
Underwater Robotics Competition. They were 
born in Mexico & raised in Arizona where 
they attended an underfunded public high 
school. No one had ever suggested to them  
that they might amount to much, but two 
inspiring science teachers convinced them -
four poverished, undocumented kids from the 
desert who had never even seen the ocean -
to  try to build an underwater robot.

Available at the Fenimore Memorial  Library 
& Sora (audiobook)

Pedro, First Grade Hero
by Pablo Cartaya
(ages: 5-9)

Spend some time with Pedro, Katie Woo, 
and friends. From a buggy disaster to a 
run for class president, Pedro has what it 
takes to be the hero of first-grade. Other 
books in the series are also available!

Available at the William Passano Library 
& Sora (ebook)


